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Pratikshya Sedhain(March 7 1998)
 
I am just a beginner in this field. I have just started writing poem. I don't know
much about poem writing but when i feel like writing my feelings on paper I give
it a rythmic twist and it sounds like poem.
If anyone like to give me suggestions on writing poems or teach me how to write
poem please inbox me. I would be glad to learn from someone senior than me.
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A Journey To End
 
A point to a man
A non living matter to a living person
And again to non living ash
 
The first expression 'cry' after birth
followed by laughter, joy and happiness
 
The first word and the first footstep
Count of 20 teeth
And billions of smiles
 
Day and nights in mothers lap
The warmth of her lap
The world of joy
The world of happiness
 
No worries about future
But about the number of chocolates in hand
No worries about the percentage
But about the roll number in class
No worries about time
But about every seconds of playtime
 
Time pass by and teenage comes
Another phase of life to enjoy and play
Neither called adult nor treated as child
 
Confused at every instant,
Oh god, what do I do?
The phase of questions and queries
The phase of love and infatuations
And
The phase of peers and friends
 
Many are Friend 'zoned'
Many are Family 'zoned'
Some are Crush 'zoned'
And
Very few are Love 'zoned'
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Haha... ?????? Crushzoned
 
The 'zones' of circle
The 'zones' of people
The butterflies inside and out
The feelings of love and affection
 
Peer pressure and many more
And
Carelessness about parents
Every time, Peer means everything
And parents, they are old now
'It's our time'
 
The thought in teenagers mind
The feeling of 'I, me and myself'
In every aspect and every time
The destruction and the construction
 
At the same time
The will power does more than the hard-work
Ability is kept safe inside than to show
The shyness is inside mind
And capability is suppressed
 
Biggest fear; failure
In one's mind and heart
Slowly,
Maturity shows up it's sign
Person starts to open up
In front of everyone
Shyness leaves the mind
Abilities are shown
 
'I, me and myself' turns to 'We, us and ourselves'
Happiness is searched at home rather in clubs and pub
Friends are kept in hearts rather in circle
Photos starts to look better in album than in gallery
 
The thought change and the person change
Only the feelings remain same
Love remains same
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Relationship remains same
 
The phase changes the person
From teenage folk to matured man
But
Adulthood is not ultimate
Penultimate is the old age
 
Above 50 around 60 and more
The days become brighter than usual
The nights become darker than usual
The time is supposed to be longer
 
Medicines become regular diet
Hospital becomes second home
Doctors are now my fellow
And hospital ward is now my bedroom
 
Now it is time
For me to fade away
 
Like rising sun, I was born
Like shining sun, I live for years
And now, it's time
Like setting sun, I am dying
 
The three phases followed by fourth one...
My journey to the end....
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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Bestie Sisy
 
You are my super loving source,
we have strong bound without any force.
 
To open my mind, you are the key,
you are my super and great Dee.
 
Dee you have dazzling eyes,
to save me from believing in lies.
 
You are the great, you are superb,
you save me from being loafer.
 
Sometimes you begin to scold me,
for everything, you are my best Dee.[sister]
for everything, you are my best Dee.
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Child Right
 
Government should provide children their right,
if not provided, their future won't be bright.
 
Society should stipulate the rights provided,
if not stipulated, children's growth will be retarded.
 
Parents should give love and affection to their children,
if not given, their won't be growth of their brain.
 
Teachers should provide children entertainment for a while,
if not provided, students' life will be boiled.
 
Government should provide children their name,
if not provided, their life will be full of pain.
 
Rights should be given to the children from whole;
Everyone is participated in their dimensional developing role.
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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Dream: Key To Success
 
Future, unknown to us
But aimed by each
Future, one may die or live
But dreamt by each
Who knows what will happen next?
But planning: stops no one
Old age, who knows one will live?
But saving, Does everyone
Marriage, dream of a child
But will he? Knows no one
Goal, everyone want to achieve
But, Could he be able to do so?
All unknown, but the facts
Dreaming is never far from heart
even the brain rhythms with heart
When the term DREAM strikes that part
The mysterious future, dream of all
Whether live or die, but never fall apart
NO one ever stopped dreaming about future
Dreaming heart and optimistic mind
Leads one to success whether live or die.
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Emoiticon's Relation
 
People who talk too much,
wants to crate a secrecy pouch.
People who easily start crying,
are encouraged not to do trying.
 
People who reach peak point,
can't create a loving joint.
People living a normal life,
can have a wonderful wife.
 
People who can control emotion,
have much more successful relation.
People who can't control emotion,
have too much poor relation.
 
Frustration is covering emoticon's mind,
some people even forgot what was their kind.
The great enemy of life is aggression,
It can even kill the prettiest relation.
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Expressing Love
 
Yes I am waiting for you
I have fallen in love and that is damn true
 
I have started thinking differently
I haven't felt the way I am feeling now apparently
 
I don't know the real reason for this
But I think it's your love and I will find a way to get it
 
I will find a way right to you heart
And then i will call you my hubby just like a nerd
 
I think it's time to express
But I fear! ! ! Have I already got you impressed? ? ?
 
Every night I think about you
Naughty feelings fill my heart and my head bow
 
I wanna love you the way you like
I will try my best to prove myself as your wife....
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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Fake Love Growing In The Fake World
 
i love you the statement of romeo
to each and every girl they pass by
if in case anyone  replies 'Love you too'
then there would be a fake  smile on their face
they pretend as if  they have won the world
they behave as if you are the queen of gold
at first everything goes fine and smooth
you will be treated like a princess in roll
you will be asked for everything you want
you will be loved by the romeo you hang
you will be called time and again
your every second will be precious than game
the  words you speaks will be stamped in stone
romeo will be there for you to drop you back home
time pass by and the sitaution change
chit-chat will be less and fights will begin
minor problems begin to turn their bold face
laughing at your relation and watching you regret
understanding begins to turn to misunderstanding
love slowly turns off and lights up hatred
tiny little heart suffers alot in pain
fake love in fake  world is never a gain
it's just a bullshit and playboy's game
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First Love
 
Still remember the day
I saw you for the first time
I looked at your eyes
And you approached smiling
You took me to a restaurant
You sat in front of me
Looked at me smiling
And called me your Bae
You forced me to eat
but I was a little shy
I dared to look at you
With a pretty smile
The first touch
The first glance
Every feeling seemed new
You grabbed my hand
And pulled me close
And hugged me like
You ain't gonna leave me
Alone in the world anymore
I was confused
And I was shy
I kept looking at the ground
But had a smile on face
I was happy inside
But couldn't express
Your first glance
For me
Was enough to impress
Love at first sight
For the first time
Happened in my life
Your each word
Seemed a beautiful song
And your each laughter
A composed music
For me
It was like a
Dream come true moment
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I just found
What love meant
And I found you
It was you
The real you
I found my soulmate
In the frame of your body
My heart pounded like
It was the first time it's beating
The moment, the time
The best moment of my life
The best day to meet my love
And I saw you
I met you
Started loving you
And will be loving
Since the first breathe
After your first glance
Till the last breathe
Of my last glance
On this beautiful earth.....
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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Friend's Character
 
My friends read a lot
morning day and night
They love each other
But always ready to fight
 
Some are real
And some are fake
Always they want
Is a sweet break.
 
Some begin to cry
In minor jokes
Some are always happy
Doing their works
 
Some want Nepali
Some needs Maths
Some love English
With crooks and cracks
 
[...My friend says...]
Somewhere in the world
Lives an angel
She is always ready to solve tangles....
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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Guilt By Words
 
In this world, Every relation is fake
Even the friendship end on a date
 
I wanna ask god why always me? ?
I cant do anything please forget all and forgive me
 
I can't express what i feel
No one can understand my appeal
 
If my words have caused you to be hurt
I wanna say sorry from my heart
 
I am feeling guilty but what can I do
Please show me a way or give me a clue
 
Everyone is fake in this world
So I wanna make my temperature cold
 
I wanna go away from this fake world
I wanna go away from this fake world
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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Hamari Chahat
 
Koi hamari tarah chahe toh bataa dena,
koi hamari tarah sataaye toh bataa dena.
 
Dosti toh karlega koi bhi aapse,
koi hamari tarah nivaye toh bataa dena...
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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Hidden Feelings
 
Red depicts love and white, cold
 I am searching thee with a heart of gold
 Oh my boy! ! ! You are too cool
 You always make me think if i am a fool
 You are just awesome the way you walk
 You are the smartest when we begin to talk
 You have the heart full of love
 I am here for you, waiting with hope
 You always make me feel very special
 You are my prince charming that exist in real
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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I, Me And Myself
 
I feel like
I am at the top of world
Lost in the crowd
But i am all alone
 
I want to be me
Totally me
In the crowd of unknown faces
And known among each face
 
I feel like
I am going to conquer myself
I am trying to win my heart
In the crowd of unknown faces
I am going to be one known
 
This is my place
This is where I belong
This is where
I can feel every thing
On my own
I have a strong intuition,
In the crowd of unknown faces
I am going to be one known
 
Ray of sun hitting my head
I am feeling the warmth
Sitting on the natural floor
I am getting warmth
The warmth of being close
The warmth of getting closer
 
One sweet little boy
Just moved towards me
With the curious eyes
To know what I am doing
And I feel like
My intuition is going to be true
In the crowd of unknown faces
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I am going to be one known
 
I am at the top
And I am all alone
In the crowd of unknown faces
I am going to be one known
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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Life Of A Shoe
 
Till shoe is new, a man uses it
If it is torn, a man replaces it
Foot is never bare, a shoe covers it
Provides warmth, and saves it
Till it's new, a man loves it
Till it's new, a foot wears it
Till it's new, Till it's new
Love lasts, Till it's new
Need lasts, Till it's new
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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Love Song
 
Timi....
Mero maya...
timi...
mero jiwan...
timro...
aagaman le... dhadkin6 mero yo dil......
 
[You are my love
you are my life
your entry makes my heart beats]
 
timi bina ma bachna sakdina.......
timro nai.......
lagi ho mero yo jiwan - 2x
 
[I can't live without you
my life is only for you]
 
mata hun6u eklo kebal marna matra sak6u timi bina....... - 2x
 
[If you leave me, I will be alone and die]
 
Timi....
Mero maya...
timi...
mero jiwan...
timro...
aagaman le... dhadkin6 mero yo dil......
 
[You are my love
you are my life
your entry makes my heart beats]
 
hamro jiwan ta.......
ek antim lakshya....
pura garna byatith hun6 - 2x
 
[Our life is dedicated to fulfill our last wish]
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mero jiwan ko..........
ek matra lakshya....
timlai paunu ra samhalnu ho - 2x
 
[Only one will of my life is to have you in life]
 
timro lagi bachna marna tayaar 6u
timro lagi juni tyagna tayaar 6u
ma timi lai......
sadhai bhari.........
maya garna tayaar 6u.....
 
[I am ready to live and die for you
I am always ready to love you truly]
 
Timi....
Mero maya...
timi...
mero jiwan...
timro...
aagaman le... dhadkin6 mero yo dil......
 
[You are my love
you are my life
your entry makes my heart beats]
 
timro ra mero jiwan ta dui haga ekai jara ho - 2x
timro ra mero sarir ta dui mutu ekai aatma ho - 2x
 
[Our lives are like two branches of same tree
Our body is like two hearts with same soul]
 
timi....
bina....
ma bachna sakdina.....
timro.....
lagi....
kebal mero jiwan
ma mar6u ni timi bina.........
 
[I can't live without you
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My life is only for you
I will definitely die if you leave me]
 
Timi....
Mero maya...
timi...
mero jiwan...
timro...
aagaman le... dhadkin6 mero yo dil..... - 2x
 
[You are my love
you are my life
your entry makes my heart beats]
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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Lovers Bound
 
If you are heart, I wanna be your beat.
If you are cake, I wanna be your sweet.
 
If you are kite, I wanna be your flight.
If you are dream, I wanna be your night.
 
If you are guitar, I wanna be your dhun,
If you are star, I wanna be your moon.
 
If you are metal, I wanna be your shine,
If you are poem, I wanna be your rhyme.
 
If you are paddy, I wanna be your hay,
If you are light, I wanna be your ray.
 
If you are rain, I wanna be your moist,
If you are lover, I wanna be your choice.
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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Loving Personality
 
A girl walking is so simple,
her cheeks are white with two dimple.
 
She is always busy in her phone calls,
she has the figure perfect and tall.
 
When she is mistake, she says sorry,
when she is right, she starts to hurry.
 
Her every thought are much obvious,
her wearing style is much gorgeous.
 
She lives in cottage made of bough,
she eats the food made of dough.
 
She is so cute and much pretty,
she has a bicycle not much dirty.
 
She is so brainy but a little shy,
she wants to be a pilot to fly in the sky...
To fly in the sky...
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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Mad Friendship
 
I hate all white colored rose,
And all medicine of high dose.
 
My all friends have their nick names,
all their name have gained fame.
 
All my friends are popular by work,
but all teachers call them dork.
 
Their impression on teacher are of bad aspect,
I want all of them to gain respect.
 
They always follow their moral duty,
to make themselves very much cutie.
 
Their own colleagues attract them in bad way,
I always resist to save them from being Gay...
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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Mad In Love
 
I want to fly in the sky,
along with you, winning the shy.
 
I want to go in the market,
for buying bat, to play cricket.
 
I want to play with you boy,
and have fun, along with joy.
 
I want to be a super star,
with my boy, my favorite star.
 
I want to do whatever you want,
to live without you, I think I can't.
 
I want to see you with my eye,
till the day I completely die...
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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Man And Nature
 
sun rises in the east
spreading the rays of lights
birds floats in the ocean of air taking the flights
 
the dew drops falls on the lotus leaf
and the nature calls the goats n sheep
 
the chirping of birds
whispering of leaves
and the human starts to believe
 
nature is the god nature is devil
it creates angels and kills evils
 
the dog barks on the street
the cat says meow meow with spirit
 
we open our eyes with new hopes
to live the day n laugh on the jokes
 
morning shows the day says everyone
after day at night whom will be gone knows no one
 
we are too furious to see the sun upright
n see the dreams with open eyes as our future bright
 
sun moves towards west as everybody says
we will become adults on a certain phase
 
sun will be so bright at that very moment
our life will become hell if we don't follow our commitment
 
the brightness of sun please everyone
success closes the door due to madness of human
 
sun will go slow towards the darkness
with the whole day pleasing the wholeness
 
the man will once become definitely old
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all his mesmerizing brightness will go bold
you are of no use he will be told
 
after a while the nightmare comes
and takes the man away and changes him to gnomes
 
again the sun rises after a long night
with all hopes together binding with a flight
 
the one alive will join the trip
and live the future with certain grip
 
Again...
he will be told the same line
morning shows the day and he will be fine
 
no one chats about the night after day
if they talk while living they may fully enjoy........
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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Mom And Dad's Love
 
Daddy
You are my world
Mommy
You are my universe
 
My life is a gift of you two
You chosed me to be yours
My life is awesome cause of you two
You taught me to say ours
 
Each drop of tear rolling down my cheek
Each verse of smile flying along my lips
Each and every aspect of my living
Is the sole gift of you two
 
You are my inspiration
You are my aspiration
You are my motivation
And
I am your, only your
Once upon a times'
IMAGINATION
 
You brought me up
You taught me to be human
You taught me love
You taught to be strong
I am the RESULT of you
You are my creator
 
I sometimes think
Why am I born?
And every time
My thought ends
In your names
You are the reason
I am here
Strong Alive Lively
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My First Proposal
 
Today I wanna tell you a fact
Yes i have started, weirdly act
 
Nowadays something is happening to me
I think this is because I am around thee
 
My mind says me to read
But my fellow heart starts to beat
 
I am really distracted because of you
I can't even concentrate in a simple term like 'meu'
 
I think of saying I love you
But when i meet you I am shaken and i can't even have a proper view
 
I sometimes think why I feel so
Then, my mind says you are in a love track pro
 
I think of you even in my dream
Holing hands together and having Ice-cream
 
I think it's weird to say in that way
But I am falling for you in a different way
 
Today I am gonna commit my love
express to you everything through the way of blog
 
I am writing poem for one and only you
This is the first time I am telling I Love You! ! !
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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My Hometown
 
My father, my mother
As well as my brother
Lived their life over here
Me with my cute little friends
Used to share tiff-in
In our beautiful locality
Over there
 
I used to play in the grounds
With my friends i had strong bounds
 
I still miss the way we played
All sitting together with the bay blade
 
We used to have battles in minor things
We used to smile with clang n clings
 
When its time to return
We used to be sad
If our parents allow to play more
We used to act like mad
 
Nobody noticed our bond with land
But now i miss my homeland
 
I want to return to my hometown
And stay with my parents n wear gown
Play with my friends
And pretend to wear crown
 
I wanna revive the old days
Spent in my hometown
And want everyone to praise....
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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My Proposal For You
 
Today I wanna tell you a fact
Yes i have started, weirdly act
 
Nowadays something is happening to me
I think this is because I am around thee
 
My mind says me to read
But my fellow heart starts to beat
 
I am really distracted because of you
I can't even concentrate in a simple term like 'meu'
 
I think of saying I love you
But when i meet you I am shaken and i can't even have a proper view
 
I sometimes think why I feel so
Then, my mind says you are in a love track pro
 
I think of you even in my dream
Holing hands together and having Ice-cream
 
I think it's weird to say in that way
But I am falling for you in a different way
 
Today I am gonna commit my love
express to you everything through the way of blog
 
I am writing poem for one and only you
This is the first time I am telling I Love You! ! !
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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Pain
 
Pain
That
You are feeling
I am feeling
They are feeling
 
Pain
That
You know very well
I know very well
They know very well
 
But
Pain
That
You can't understand mine
I can't understand yours
We can't understand theirs
 
Every single ounce of pain left behind us
Every single drop of tears flowing inside us
Is trying to pay the revenue
That we never owned
 
The debts started being cleared
Since the day of our birth
And yet some left
Will be left
Till the day of our death
 
The debt that never belonged to me
The debt that nevr belonged to you
But the fact
We are making debt our belonging
 
We can't pay back as happiness
Pain is most
The valueless
Yet the priceless
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The day will come
When the debts will be cleared
When we will be free
 
Alas,
Our holy soul
Unknowingly
Left our bad debt body
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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Smile Of Sister
 
I saw a girl really small,
walking with her brother quite much tall.
 
She had the smile so much cute,
saying her brother, ' hello, dude! ! ! '
 
She was twelve but acted like a child,
her brother once behaved like a wild.
 
She was playing in floor using a tile,
her brother was happy seeing her cute smile.
 
Happiness created, between those two a bound,
it also helped to heal past wound...
it also helped to heal past wound...! ! !
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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Tears: Last Gift Of Love
 
An unexplained mystery, mysterious in itself
'Happiness, anger and sadness', filed in a shelf
Feelings mixed up together in ones heart
LOVE is that ocean in the whole earth
Life driven by emotions and loving care
Might be from parents, relatives or peer
Sweetness of love is tasted by all
In any way, the heart can't be null
'Love Is In The Air', the quote we hear
Love reaches it's depth when we are near
Binding the heart, reaching the thought
Smile is on the face but pain is also brought
Love of a mother, we say, immeasurable
Love of a father, we say, indistinguishable
Love brings tears, although it is good
Care of parents is irrespective of their mood
When we are sick, our mommy feels pain
Her eyes would be wet, time and again
When we succeed, our parents get a smile
Happiness bursts through eyes after a while
Tear  Is  A  Part  But  Not  Apart
Blossom the feelings filled in heart
Scolding of mom and worrying of dad
They love their children, no matter what
When I am alone, I think of my mom
Teaching me to live with values and norms
Struggle of my parents strikes my heart
My adapting ability, is the way they brought
Priceless  Love  And  Intensive  Care
To live without them, I can't dare
Heaven is here, in my mamma's lap
Dad is always with me to fill the gap
I love you my mom, I love you my dad
Because of you, now, this life I had
I can't imagine my life without you
Where will I go? ? I don't have any view
Now, the pain I feel, I can't bear
Please, my parents, always stay near
Pain in my heart is overflowing through eyes
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Tears, last gift of love after every goodbyes...
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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Togetherness, Intimacy And Relationship
 
Our holy souls
Separated million years back
Is now
Ready to show up together
 
The togetherness beyond every single vows
The togetherness beyond the physical desires
The togetherness beyond anyone's thought
 
Yet,
Never saw each other
Never heard of one another
 
We feel,
The intimacy
The affection
The love.....
 
We hear whispers,
About our relationship
We never knew exist
 
We feel,
The closeness
The warmth
The togetherness
 
We feel grabbed
And trapped together
 
The smell,
feels familiar
Yet unknown
 
The mystery of one
The purpose of life for another
The history of both
An inspiration for each one
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Two crazy souls
Finds their way to love
Lead the bodies
And then
Lean the body
Towards one another
 
Their bodies collapse
And bright light comes up
Togetherness of souls
Enlighten the whole world
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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Trap The Criminals
 
We should make a strong law,
to trap criminals within our paw.
We should make rules so much tight,
to fight against criminals bite.
 
All the people please be aware,
and note that criminals are now where? ? ?
Please people help the police to catch those devil,
after that, you will be said a citizen able.
 
We must reduce criminals' dense,
by punishing them using our sense.
If we become successful in our plan,
we can make our country peace and calm.
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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Unnecessary Thoughts
 
If we listened husband and wife's shout,
'Ain't they fighting? ', our mind would be in doubt.
 
If we saw wife shutting the door,
we began to think, 'Is her husband boor...'
 
If we saw wife smiling like a moon,
our mind would say, 'her husband must be boon.'
 
If we saw wife decorating bedroom,
we began to think, 'Her trade must be in boom.'
 
If we saw wife wearing white dress,
our mind would say, 'her husband is gone due to stress! ! ! '
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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You
 
Like numerous twinkling stars in the sky
You also love to sing Twinkle! Twinkle!
Like the single moon shining in the sky
You are the only one who shines in my heart
 
Like every beat of the heart inside me
You also lead the life in a pace
Like my two eyes watching the whole world
You are the one who shows me my path
 
Unlike the dark sky staring and scaring me
You spray the light and fill me with joy
Unlike the ghost thrilling me at night
You play the music and let me enjoy
 
Unlike the shivering cold wind of the winter
You bring warmth and make me feel safe
Unlike the crackling noise of door in winter
You bring peace and let me stay safe
 
Like the angel bringing joy in my dream
You bring me comfort in my reality
With the blessings including love and togetherness
You changed the way I used to live my own life...
 
Pratikshya Sedhain
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